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Hi Claire,

           Dave and I examined this event.

The bulk of the energy is is one SC (5x5) at the top edge of Dee1.

The properties of the rechits are anomalous. Many are out of time, and a

few reach the saturation energy of EE (4 TeV)

Dave examined the digis. They are not normal pulses, and there is

significant activity in the first 3 pre-samples where we should be only

seeing the pedestal level. This behaviour seems consistent with a

discharge of some nature, or some external noise.

THe rechit pattern in eta-phi space is curious. There is a wedge-shaped

pattern of hits with a clearly defined boundary at the Dee1/Dee2

interface.

We suspected some correlation with some internal EE geometrical/logical

structure (such as HV redel, token ring). No exact match was found when

looking at the eta-phi map, but we will look at the crystal coordinates

for a clearer view.

In the 5x5 plot, you'll notice that there are two masked crystals in the

reco output. One of these was observed to show anomalous behaviour

consistent with these properties in the past. We can look at this channel

in the raw data (where it is not masked) to see if it still shows this

behaviour.

In summary, an interesting anomalous event, which we will investigate

further.

Best regards,

David and Dave.

On Wed, 27 Jul 2011, Claire Shepherd-Themistocleous wrote:

>

> Thanks

>

> If you look at the exotic hotline page and download the file from the 25th

> the event is there.

>

> https://test-exotica.web.cern.ch/test-exotica/hotline.html

>

> Claire

>

> ________________________________________

> From: David Petyt [petyt@physics.umn.edu]

> Sent: 26 July 2011 23:35

> To: Claire Shepherd-Themistocleous

> Cc: Dave Cockerill; David Anthony Petyt

> Subject: Re: curious effect in EE

>

> Hi Claire,
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>           We can take a look at the event. Do you happen to have an event

> display, or the skimmed reco file from which this event was found?

>

> Best regards,

>

> David.

>

> On Tue, 26 Jul 2011, Claire Shepherd-Themistocleous wrote:

>

>>

>> Hello,

>>

>> Looking at he hotline I found a curious effect in an event in the exoitcs hotline

>>

>> run 171446 lumi 780 event 1014028574

>>

>> It presumably is a discharge in a VPT but it seems to have caused an effect an

many neighbouring

>> channels. Do you know what has caused this? What is the connection between all the

>> channels in the wedge that have registered a signal?

>>

>> Claire
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